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INTRODUCTION 
In 1910, Bieberbach proved that for a given discrete group f of affine 
isometries of the euclidean n-space E” there exists always a nonempty I-- 
invariant affme subspace F G E” such that the restriction rl F of r to [F con- 
tains a subgroup of translations of finite index (cf. [2]). 
In this paper we want to show that this theorem is a simple consequence 
of a purely algebraic result concerning invariant subspaces of certain affine 
transformation groups, To be more precise, let us consider an n-dimen- 
sional affine space IE = E”(K) over some commutative field K Let T= T, 
denote the K-vectorspace of translations of E and for any afline 
automorphism a E Aut( E) of lE let cl: T + T: t H uzc ’ denote the 
associated linear transformation of T. We define a E Aut( IE) to be almost 
orthogonal (a.o.) if T= T, is the direct sum of its two subspaces T” = 
Ke( Cc - Id,) = ( z E TI E(t) = r} and Im(k - Id,) = {E(r) - z 1 z E T), i.e., if 
Fn Im(E- Id,) = 0. It is easily verified that CI is a.o. if and only if there 
exists a unique maximal, nonempty, a-invariant subspace IF E E such that 
CI(~ is a translation-which therefore is uniquely determined by a and, 
hence, will be denoted by c’: If PE E and if r0 E T denotes the translation 
with r,,(P) = u(P), then u acts as a translation on the cc-invariant subspace, 
generated by P, if and only if t0 is E-invariant, in which case a and r0 coin- 
cide on this space. Hence, if Q = z(P) is an arbitrary point in E, then the 
equation 
a(Q) = 47(P)) = (i(7)) 4P) = (i(7)) 7,,(P) = (E(T) + r,)(P) 
= (E(7) + 70)(-7)(Q) = (e(7) - r + r,,,(Q) 
shows that tl acts as a translation on the a-invariant subspace, generated by 
Q, if and only if Cl(t)--5+ 7,, is m-invariant in which case a and 
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B(r) - z + r0 coincide on this subspace. So, if a is a.o. and if z0 E T= 3”” @ 
Im(E - Id,) has been split accordingly into t, + z2 with E(ti) = z1 and z2 = 
E(zg) - r3 for some z3 E T, then B(r) - z + r0 is or-invariant if and only if 
ii(~) - t = -72 = -E(t3) + t3, i.e., if and only if Z(z + z3) = z + z3 or-still 
equivalently-if and only if z E -z3 + T”, in which case E(z) - z $ T,, equals 
t, . Thus a acts as the translation r, on the subspace {(t - z3) PI r E T’> 
and this subspace contains all a-invariant subspaces, on which a acts as a 
translation. 
Vice versa, if there exists a unique maximal, a-invariant subspace IF, on 
which a acts as a translation, say rO, then the above analysis-applied with 
respect o some P E F-shows that Z(r) - z f 70 is a-invariant if and only if 
&(z)-T+Zc)=T0, i.e., &Z(z) - z is a-invariant if and only if E(t) - r = 0, so 
we have Im(cl- Id,) n T” = 0, i.e., a is a.o. 
Using the concept of almost orthogonal transformations we can state 
our first basic results as follows: 
THEOREM 1. 1s r < Aut( E”(K)) is either abelian and generated by 
P,, =: (y E f’\ y a.o.) or nilpotent and equal to r,.,,, then there exists a non- 
empty r-invariant subspace iF c IE with Ij r E TF. 
THEOREM 2, rf r < Aut(P(K)) is generated by r,.,., then the family of 
f-invariant subspaces lF E E with rl IF E T, (or with (rl iF : ( TF R fl iF )) < 00 or 
with Ij IF/( Tf n f’/ iF) periodic) contains a unique maximal Cpossibly empty) 
subspace A’ (or AT or AL, respectively). Moreover, if F = Ar # Qr, then 
T,--considered as a subset of T = T,---coincides with Tr = (z E Tj y(z) = ‘5 
for all y E Tf , if IF = ph,f # $3, then TS coincides with the unique maxjmal I-- 
invariant subspace iJ= TF of T with I ZJ ul -C ~3, and ty ff = A:$ $3, then T, 
coincides with the unique maximal r-invariant subspace U= TL of T such 
that lJ a is periodic. Finally, one has obviously A ’ c A; G AL and, thus, in 
case Ar#@ one has A;= Ts* Ar and AC= T,‘* Ar and in case A[#@ 
one has AL = TL* A;. In particular, these relations hold, t$ r sat~sfjes one of 
the conditions in Theorem 1. 
These results have a number of interesting consequences ome of which 
we mention right away. So let r be a group of affrne transfo~ations of E 
which satisfies one of the conditions in Theorem 1. Then the following 
holds: 
(I) f has a fixed point if and only if [’ = 0 for all y E r,,,, if and 
only if P’=: (PEEI~P=P) #JZI for all YET, in which case Ar coincides 
with the set Er of fixed points of J’, -in particular r has a unique fixed 
point if and only if Tr = 0. 
(II) More generally, one has min(dim A 1 ia E E, A ~-invariant) = 
dim ( iy 1 y E r,,,, ) G dim Tr, since the space X= F=: (iy I y E r,.,J, 
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generated as a sub-K-vectorspace of T by the [,(y E r,,) is f-invariant, so 
I- acts in a well-defined way on the afline space E/X of subspaces F of E 
with T, = X and has a fixed point in E/X according to (I) since for each 
y E r,,, one has [’ 3 0 in TE,x = T/X. 
In particular, if r contains n linearly independent ranslations or-more 
generally- if ([’ 1 y E r,,,,} contains IZ linearly independent translations, 
then rs T. 
In accordance with the standard definitions for crystallographic groups 
we may define the rank of r= (r,,) to be the dimension of Xr. 
(III) The map r-+ Tr: YH [’ is a homomorphism of r into T which 
is the identity on Tn T, thus Tn T is contained in Tr and therefore in the 
center Z(T) of r, whereas [’ = 0 for y in the commutator subgroup [r, r] 
of r and thus [r, r] n T= 1 and Ark lEcr,rl. 
(IV) Z(T) E T implies r= Z(T) G T, since otherwise the center of 
T/Z(T) is nontrivial and for its preimage A in r we would have 
1 # [A, r] c Z(T) E T in contradiction to (III). 
Another obvious consequence is: if a group r, consisting of afline a.0. 
transformations of E, contains a normal, nilpotent subgroup r,, which is 
not contained in T, then there exists a proper nonempty r-invariant sub- 
space lF $ IE (namely Ar). 
Still another consequence is 
THEOREM 3. If r is a group of affine transformations of E which is 
generated by a.o. transformations, then a subspace F E E is r-invariant if and 
only if T, is r-invariant and F n A cy> # 0 as well as ?,’ E T, for any a.o. 
tran$formation y E r. 
Proof. If F is r-invariant, so is T,. Moreover, for y E Ta.o, the restriction 
ylF is an a.o. transformation of F (cf. the remark following Lemma 1.1, 
Sect. 1) and thus there exists a non-empty y-invariant subspace A 5 [F such 
that y acts as a translation on A which then necessarily coincides with [‘. 
Vice versa, if iy E T, = yTF and if PE F n ACy>, then yff = y( T, P) = 
yT,(yP) = (YTF + [‘) P = T, P = F, so IF is invariant under a set of generators 
of r and thus under r itself. 1 
Theorem 1 also allows us to deduce the following rather explicit descrip- 
tion of nilpotent groups of almost orthogonal afl?ne transformations: 
THEOREM 4. A group r of affine a.o. transformations of E is nilpotent if 
and only if there exists a subspace IF c E and a subgroup r, G T,, a nilpotent 
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subgroup r, of almost orthogonal linear transformations of the vector space 
E/F=: T,/T,, a normal subgroup TO s r, and a surjective homomorphism 
9: r, -++ rifFO such that 
r = ( y I y an affine transformation of E with 
YE= b4,dk cpb4,)=7l,,,4. 
Proof: If f is constructed from r, , r,, r,, and 9 as described above, 
then the kernel of r + r, : y -+ -71 E,(F is contained in the center of r since for 
any y’ E f the commutator [y, y’] will act trivially on [E/IF as well as on IF 
and, so, it is the identity. Thus r is nilpotent. 
Vice versa, if f = r,.,. is nilpotent, then put 
and define q: lr, -+ f,,/J’, by associating to each z =Q’E ri the coset of 
$1 E,B in r,/r,, which is well-defined by the definition of r,. One verifies 
easily that with these definitions one has indeed r= (y E Aut(E)I yff = [F, 
YIFG and ~i(rld=YIE,~~~d. I 
Finally, it will be shown in Section 3 that the theorem of Bieberbach, 
mentioned in the beginning, and further related results are also simple con- 
sequences of the above theorems and the fact that any discrete group of 
isometries of the eudidean n-space ~~(~) has a solvable subgroup of finite 
index, which itself-as we will see-is an easy consequence of nontrivial, 
but (by now) standard references in the theory of linear groups. 
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 1 the basic properties of 
almost orthogonal transfo~ation are listed. In Section 2 these results are 
applied to derive various results on affine groups of almost orthogonal 
transformations and their invariant subspaces which include Theorems 1 
and 2, and in Section 3 the applications with respect to discrete isometry 
groups are discussed. 
1. SOME PROPERTIES OF ALMOST ~RTH~ONA~ TRANSFORMATIONS 
According to the introduction we define a linear transformation y of a 
finite dimensional K-vector space T to be almost orthogonal (or “a.,.“) if 
and only if there exists a y-invariant complement 7” G T of Ty = 
(r E II”\ yr = r > in T. Let us first show that this complement is uniquely 
determined by y: 
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LEMMA 1.1. If y acts almost orthogonally on some (finite dimensional) 
vector space T and tf y * denotes the map T -+ T: toys -7, then T is the 
direct sum of TY and the image T, = im(y*) of y*, y* I T, is an automorphism 
of T, and T, is the only y-invariant subspace T’ of T with T = TY 0 T, in 
particular Ty n im(y*) = 0. 
Proof: Let T be a y-invariant complement of T’ in T which exists 
according to the definition of an a.o. transformation. Then y*(T) E T, 
since T’ is y-invariant, and T’ n Ke y* = T’ n TY = 0. Thus y* acts bijec- 
tively on T’, in particular T’=y*(T’)sy*T. But dimy*T=dim T- 
dim(Key*)=dim T-dim TY=dim T’ and thus T’y*T. 1 
Remark. It follows from Lemma 1.1 that for any a.o. transformation y 
of T and any y-invariant subspace T, d T the restriction yI r, is an a.o. 
transfromation of T, , since T;ny*T,sTYny*T=O and dimT;+ 
dim y* T, = dim T, . It follows also that for any such transformation one has 
a pair of mutually orthogonal projection operators T + Ty and T -+ T, 
which we denote by py: T+ T’: ZH tY and py: T-+ T,: ~HZ? and which 
commute with the action of y. Moreover, for any affine transformation 0 of 
IE one has obviously 
aTY = TW-‘, 6T, = TCy6-, 
CpY(j ~ 1 = pw’, ap,cr-’ = poyo-I, (1.1) 
(cb)“‘” -’ = rqz’), (ce),,,-l = C(r,). 
Another way to define a.o. transformations is by using the concept of 
algebraic and geometric multiplicity: 
For a linear map y let us define the algebraic multiplicity of 1 E K for y as 
the order of the characteristic polynomial of y at 1, and the geometric mul- 
tiplicity of 1 E K for y as the dimension of the eigenspace T’ = {v E V, 
(y-IZd)v=O}. Th e a ge 1 b raic multiplicity of y is the dimension of the 
nilspace T(“) = {v E I’; (y - AId)” u = 0 for some n} of y - IZd. 
LEMMA 1.1’. y: T+ T is a.o. iff the algebraic multiplicity and the 
geometric multiplicity of 1 for y coincide. So almost orthogonality of y is 
equivalent to what one might call semisimplicity of y at the value 1. 
Proof * For y a.o. we have T= Ty + T, and y* := y - Id induces an 
isomorphism of T,,. 
e Let y*=y-Id, T,=imy*, kery * = TY. We have T = T, 0 TV, since 
dimimy*+dimkery*=dimT and for VET?~T~ we have v=y*w for 
some w E T and y*v =O, hence y*’ w = 0, which implies w E TY by 
hypothesis, hence v = y*w = 0. 
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Another important and almost obvious property of a.o. transformations 
is stated in 
LEMMA 1.2. If y is a linear transformation of T offinite order, then y is 
semi-simple if and only if yk is a.o. for all kE N. 
Proof. If char K= 0 there is nothing to prove, since in this case all 
linear transformations of finite order are necessarily both, semi-simple and 
a.o. If char K = p # 0, then y is semi-simple if and only if its order is prime 
to p in which case y and all of its powers are a.o. according to Maschke. 
Assume that vice versa yk is a.o. for all k E N and let m = pm. b with 
(b, p) = 1 denote the order of y. We have to show that a = 0. Consider 
6 = yb. Since Pa= 1 we have (8*)@= (6- l)@= Pa- 1 =0 and thus 
6* = 0, since 6 is assumed to be a.o. But this means 6 = 1 and thus indeed 
a=O. 1 
Remark 1. (0’ Ii) =y E GL(2, K) is an a.o. transformation such that 
y2 is not a.o. and it is of finite order if and only if char K = p # 0. Thus the 
powers of an a.o. transformation y may be not a.o., even if y is of linite 
order. 
Remark 2. y = (;1; i) E GL(2, K) is an a.o. transformation for x # 1 all of 
whose powers are a.o. unless x is a root of unity, but y is not semi-simple. 
Thus Lemma 1.2 does not hold if the assumption that y is of finite order is 
being dropped. 
From the theory of linear groups (see [S], for instance) we get a well- 
known consequence of Lemma 1.2, 
LEMMA 1.3. Zf r is a group of a.o. transformations of T of bounded 
exponent, then r is finite. 
Remark. r= ((A f) 1 E = &l, b E K> is an infinite abelian group of boun- 
ded exponent if K is infinite and char K = p # 0, though it is generated by 
a.o. transformations. Thus, even if r is abelian the hypothesis of Lemma 1.3 
cannot be replaced by the weaker hypothesis that I- is generated by a.o. 
elements, even though the analogous statement for semi-simple elements 
holds, i.e., any abelian group of bounded exponent which is generated by 
semi-simple lements necessarily consists of semi-simple lements only, and 
thus is finite. 
LEMMA 1.4. If y is an a.o. transformation of T and if U is a y-invariant 
subspace of T such that y acts trivially on T/U, then T = TY + U. In par- 
ticular, yk=Id. ifand only ifyk(U=Id/o. 
Proof: Since y acts trivially on T/U we have T, = y*Tc U, and thus 
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T= TY@ TY,= TY + U. In particular, yk( c, = Id( U, i.e., U G TYh implies T= 
TY + U c TY and thus yk = Id,. 1 
LEMMA 1.5. Let r be a group of linear transformations of T which is 
generated by a.o. transformations and assume that there exists a r-invariant 
subspace U c T such that T acts trivially on T/U. Then the following holds: 
(i) Ifr(,=Id,, then T=Id.. 
(ii) Zf either r is abelian and rl o is finite or tf r coincides with the set 
r,,,. of a.o. transformations in T and there exists some k E N with yk\ u = Id, 
for all y E T, then r is finite. 
(iii) Zf rl o is periodic and tf either T is abelian or r= r,,,, then r is 
periodic. 
Proof. (i) For y E r,.,. one has y = Id, by Lemma 1.4 and thus one has 
r= wwa.,.)=IdT. 
(iii) For y E r,.,. one has ykJ U = Id, for some k by our assumption 
and thus yk= IdT, again by Lemma 1.4. Thus, if r is abelian and 
r = (r,,,,), it is necessarily periodic and the same conclusion holds even 
more trivially if r = ra.o.. 
(ii) In case r is abelian and rl U is finite, we first want to prove that 
T= Tr + U, which then will imply that r + TJ U: y H y/ U is injective and 
therefore an isomorphism. We do this by induction w.r.t. n =dim T. For 
n = 1 there is nothing to prove. If n > 1 and T” = T for all y E Ta.o. one has 
Tf = T and again there is nothing to prove. Otherwise there exists some 
y E r,.,, with Ty Y+ T. Since r is abelian, Ty is r-invariant and our 
assumptions remain true if T is replaced by T’ and U by T’ n U. Thus 
Ty = (TY)r+ ( TY A U) c Tr+ U by induction, and since TY + U= T by 
Lemma 1.4, we get indeed Tr + U = T. 
In the other case we have yk = Id, for all y E r and thus we get the result 
from Lemma 1.3. 1 
Remark 1. The abelian group r= {(A .;) I x E K} together with the sub- 
space U = { (;) E K2 = TJ x E K} show that (i), (ii), and (iii) become wrong if 
the assumption r= (r,,,, ) is being dropped. 
Remark 2. The group r= {(; -;)I E = &l, XE K) together with the sub- 
space U= {(;)EK*IxEK} h s ows that in case char K= 0, (ii) and (iii) 
become wrong if the assumption that I- is abelian (or r= Ta.o., respec- 
tively) is being dropped or even only replaced by the assumption that r is 
solvable. 
We do not know whether or not (ii) and (iii) remain true if r= (r,,,) 
is only assumed to be nilpotent rather than abelian. But at least we have 
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LEMMA lS(ii)‘. Let r be a group of linear transformations of the vector 
space T over the field K of characteristic 0. Suppose r is generated by a.o. 
transformations. Suppose further that there is a r-invariant subspace U E T 
such that r acts trivially on T/U. If F is niZpotent and fl Lz is finite, then T= 
U + Tr, hence r is finite. 
Proof We may assume that K is algebraically closed. Let G be the 
algebraic hull of I’, a nilpotent affrne algebraic group. Thus its connected 
component GO w.r.t. the Zariski topology is the direct product of its sub- 
group G, of semisimple lements and its subgroup G, of unipotent elements. 
G, is a torus (s. [Seminaire C. Chevalley, 19561958, Classification des 
groupes de Lie algebriques, Expose 6 (A. Grothendieck) Theo&me 21). Let 
VI = TG3 be the subspace of G,-fixed elements of T. We have 
T= U+ V, 
since r hence G acts trivially on T/U and every K-representation of a torus 
is completely reducible. V is G-invariant, since G, is obviously normal in G. 
Let p: G -+ GI( V) be the corresponding representation. The group p(G) is 
a finite extension-since G/GO is finite-of the unipotent group N = p(G,). 
The group p(G) is actually the semidirect product of a finite group E with 
N, as follows by induction on dim N from the vanishing of the second 
cohomology of a finite group with values in a unipotent abelian group over 
K( =K[E]-module of finite dimension). We even have that p(G) is the 
direct product Ex N, because, p(G) being nilpotent, E acts trivially on the 
quotients of a filtration of N hence on N, since every K[E]-module 
is semisimple. So the decomposition of h l pfG) into its components 
h = h,. h, according to p(G) = E x N coincides with the multiplicative 
Jordan decomposition of h, h = h, * h,. We now have T= U+ V”, since E 
acts trivially on the image of V in T/U, which is all of T/U, and every 
K[E]-module is semisimple. VE is G-invariant since E is normal in p(G). 
For g E G the semisimple part p(g), = p( g)E acts trivially on VE, i.e., VE is 
contained in the nilspace of g - Id. Hence if y E r is a.o., y acts trivially 
on V” (s. lemma 1.1’). By hypothesis r is generated by a.o. elements, so 
VErTr. ) 
Finally, for r a group of linear transformations of T let T,’ denote the 
(unique!) largest r-invariant subspace U such that rl U is periodic and let 
T’ be the (unique!) largest r-invariant subspace U such that T1 U is finite. 
We claim 
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LEMMA 1.6. (i) If r is generated by r c: r, one has 
(ii) For any I- one has 
moreover, if r is abelian and generated by r’ C: r, then 
(iii) If r consists of a.0. transformations then 
Proof: (i) is trivial. 
(ii) For T,,= T,’ and any y E r there exists some k with ~“1 TP = IdTP 
and thus TpcTy, so Tp~nrsr VkEN T@=: U. Vice versa, for any YEI 
and any basis zl,.., z, of Uke N TY (which is a subspace of T since TY* + 
TY’s T)“+‘!) one can find some k E N with ykz, = 7p for all p = l,..., r and 
thus ykz = z for all TE n,,,- Uk.N TYk= U, i.e., Flu is periodic. 
By the same argument the restriction of r to n,, r’ UkE N TYk is 
generated by periodic elements if r is abelian and generated by r’, and so 
it is periodic. 
(iii) If Tf= TT and if k is the order of r/ Tf, then Tf c nysr 9’ c 
UksN &,,,- Tyk. Vice versa, if U=ukCrm nrcr T+ which is a subspace again 
because of nyfr TYk+ flyer TyJc nYcr TYk+‘, then there exists some ke N 
with U = n,, r Tyk, and thus U is a r-invariant subspace with ykl U = IdU 
for all y E T’, which in view of r= r,.,. and Lemma 1.3 implies the finiteness 
off. 1 
2. AFFINE GROUPS OF ALMOST ORTHOGONAL 
TRANSFORMATIONS AND THEIR INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
Let us start with a rather general observation: again let E = E” be an n- 
dimensional affine space over some commutative field K and let T denote 
the K-vectorspace of translations of iE. Let Y denote a set of subspaces of T 
and define an afflne subspace [F E IE to be a Y-space if T, =: {z E TI z[F = [F) 
is an element of T. Moreover, for r a group of afflne transformations of E 
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define IF G E to be a Y-space for r, if IF is a r-invariant Y-space, i.e., IF is a 
Y-space and yiF = IF for all y f I’. Since this implies ‘yT, = T, for all y E I-, 
i.e., the r-invariance of T,, we may restrict our attention to the f-invariant 
subspaces (or just I%ubspaces) of T in 5 when considering g-spaces for 
I’. The observation we want to make reads as follows: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let E, F and r he as above and assume that .F consists of 
r-inuariant subspaces of T on& and satisfies the conditions 
T,, ~“,EJ~*T~+T~EF (2.1) 
and 
if T, f ~5, T, < Tz < T and T, IT, a one-dimensional trivial 
r-module, then T, E 9. (2.2) 
Then either the set of F-spaces for I- is empty or contains a unique maximal 
r-space for r which will be denoted by A = An(r, 5) and satisfies 
T,= c T= Tm,,(~h TES 
the unique maximal sabspace of 9 which exists due to (2.1). 
Proof Let ff 1, IF, E E be Y-spaces for lY We have to show that 
IF= <IF,, IF,) and T,F= {TPI~ET,,PEF] with T,=T,,,,,(F) 
are F-spaces for E Obviously both are r-invariant; thus it remains to 
show that they are F-spaces. But either IF, n [r2 # 0 and then TK = TF, + 
T,, E F or lF , n 6 2 = 0, in which case TF, + T&, E Y is of codimension one 
in TE = T,, + T,, + (2) with T E T denoting some translation with 
r[F, n IF, # 0 and the quotient is a trivial r-module, since, if PE lF, and 
ZP E [F2 for some z E T and if for some y E r one chooses translations z, E T,, 
and z,ET~~ with z,P=yP, t2(~P)=y(tP), then (r*+r) P=tz(tP)= 
y(7P) = {~~)(~~) = (p7 + zl) P which implies z2 + r = rt + rr and thus 
7~ E 7 mod( TF, + TE2); so TF E Y follows from (2.2). 
Finally T,, = T,, + TF E F, so TO F is a Y-space, too. 1 
We will be interested in particular in the following three cases: 
and 
S=z&= (EJ<TI U< Tf), 
F = Yf = ( U G T/ U r-invariant and I-1 U finite >, 
Y = FP = { U < T 1 U r-invariant and TIci periodic > 
48,‘JYYiZ.lb 
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in which cases we will write also A’ instead of A( r, YO), A; instead of 
A(I’, q) and AL instead of A(T, Yj), if they exist. 
One realizes easily that a &-space [F, G E for f is a r-invariant subspace 
on which r acts by translations, that a YP-space [F, G IE is a r-invariant 
subspace on which some power of y acts as a translation for each y E r and 
that a 9JApace [F = ~~~ E is a subspace such that rl [F satisfies the 
“crystallographic ondition”: 
Thus to be able to apply Lemma 2.1 in these three cases we need to know 
conditions under which &, Ff or YP satisfy (2.1) and (2.2). They will 
obviously always satisfy (2.1), and it follows from Lemma 1.5 that (2.2) is 
satisfied in the following cases: 
LEMMA 2.2. (i) & satisfies (2.2), if r is generated by a.o. transfor- 
mations. 
(ii) Yf and rp satisfy (2.2) ifr consists of a.o. transformations or ifr 
is abelian and generated by a.o. transformations. 
Remark. The abelian group f = {(A ;) 1 x E K} acts by translations on 
each line G, = { ({) 1 YE K}, but not on E = K2 and thus shows that there 
may exists many maximal r-invariant subspaces of E on which r acts by 
translations if r does not satisfy r = (r,.,, ). 
Since r~ r/m T contains also elements of infinite order if char K = 0 
the same example shows that even if r is abelian we cannot drop the con- 
dition r= (r,,,.) in (ii). 
Finally, for the group f = { (‘0’ -;) 1 x E K} the group of translations con- 
tained in rlG,, has index 2 in rl G, for each t E K and thus shows that we 
cannot drop the condition r= f a,o, if f is not abelian in (ii). 
Now we come to a rather crucial consequence of Lemma 1.1. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let E and T be as above and let y be an affine transfor- 
mation of E. For any P E E let c = c(y, P) E T denote the unique translation 
with yP = [P. Then the following holds 
(i) [(aye- ‘, 0P) = fY[(r, P) for any affine transformation c of E, 
(ii) i(y, zP) = y*z + i(y, P) for any t E T, 
(iii) If y is a.o., then the y-invariant part [(y, P)’ of ((y, P) is indepen- 
dent of P, -and will thus be denoted by iv E TV, one has jovO-’ = C({‘) for 
any affie transformation 0 of E. 
(iv) Again, if y is a.o., then the complementary part [(y, P)v E TV of 
[(y, P) ranges over all of TV when P ranges over all of E, more precisely, for 
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any z E T, the set A(y, z) = ( PE E ( c(y, P),, = z> is a nonempty subspace of LE 
with Lcy,rj = Ty and satisfies oA(y, z) = A(ayo-‘, 6~) for any affine trans- 
formation cr of y. 
(v) Still, if y is a.o., then in particular AY=: A(y, 0)= 
(P~~li(y,P),=O) is Y- invariant and nonempty, and it can be described in 
the following forms: 
it satisfies TAy = TY and it can be characterized as the unique maximal y- 
invariant (nonempty) subspace A E E such that y[ w acts as a translation 
on A. 
Proof. (i) follows from “yP = CP * (aye-‘)(aP) = 0yP = acP = 
(60 aP” and (ii) follows from “yP = [P =L= yzP = (j%) yP = (jir + c) P = 
(jk + { - z) zP= (y*z + {) zP”. The first part of (iii) follows from E = 
(zP( z E T}, (ii) and (y*z)? = 0 for all t E T, if y is a.o.; its last part follows 
from (i) and (1.1). The first part of (iv) follows from {[(y, zP), 1 ZPE E} = 
or, Ply + (Y* z z E T) = [(y, P)y + Ty = T,, the next part from “[(y, TP), = I 
[(y, P), o (y*z), = 0 o yz = ZE Ty” and its last part again from (i) 
and (1.1). 
(v) A” = {Q E E 1 yQ E T’Q} follows immediately from the definitions, 
AY = {Q E E 1 yQ = [‘Q> follows from (iii) and T,,, = T’, follows from (iv). 
Since with r= (y) the space TY coincides with Tr and thus with the uni- 
que maximal subspace in F0 = &(f) and since y (and thus any element in 
r) acts by a translation, namely by iy on AY, AY must be the unique r- 
invariant (or -equivalently- y-invariant) maximal subspace A of E with Tja 
(or -equivalently- yI A) contained in T,I A, 1 
Remark 1. The last statement can be proved in a perhaps more direct 
fashion in the following way: if B E E is y-invariant and if y acts as a trans- 
lation T on IEK, then ((y, +): B + T, is constantly equal to z on B, i.e., B G 
A(y, zy) and thus z E T, G TACy,zyj = T’ which in turn implies zy = 0 and thus 
B G A(y, 0) = AY. 
Remark 2. The transformations 
and 
Y2: %=K2+%=K2: 
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show that, as mentioned already in the introduction, for a transformation ‘J 
which is not a.o. there may be either many maximal subspaces [F E E such 
that y acts as a translation on iF (choose “J = yi and [F = iF, = { (-;) 1 x E K} ) or 
none (choose y = y2). 
Let us list a number of consequences of Lemma 2.3, some of which have 
been mentioned already in the introduction: 
LEMMA 2.4. Let y he an affine a.o. transformation of E. Then the follow- 
ing holds: 
(i) Zf [F E IE is y-invariant, then [F A AY # 0. 
(ii) y has a fixed point if and only tf iy = 0 in which case AY coincides 
with the set [E’ = {P E E 1 yP = P} of fixed points of y. In particular, any y- 
invariant subspace IF of IE contains a fixed point of y, tf cv = 0. 
(iii) TY = 0 implies IEy # 0, more precisely TV = 0 if and only ifEy con- 
sists of precisely one point. 
(iv) For any k E N there exists precisely one maximal y-invariant 
(nonempty) subspace A = Av(k) of E on which yk acts by a translation 
(though, tf yk does not act almost orthogonally on T, there may be many 
maximal yk-invariant such spaces). This subspace A = Av(k) can be described 
as TykAy = {zP[ ZE Tyk, PE AY) and satisfies T, = Tvk. If yk acts almost 
orthogonally on T, one has also A = Avk. 
Proof: For the proof of (i), (ii), and (iii) we refer to the Introduction. 
(iv) Obviously A = TykAy is y-invariant and yk acts on A by a trans- 
lation, namely by k. [‘. Moreover, T, = Tyk and so A must be a maximal 
subspace of E with these properties. Finally, if lF is a y-invariant subspace 
such that yk acts as a translation on [F one has necessarily TE E TYk and 
IF n AY # /zl and thus-with P E [F n AY- 
Finally, if yk acts almost orthogonally on T, then AYk is defined and it is 
necessarily -invariant and thus satisfies AYk = A. 1 
Another consequence is 
LEMMA 2.5. Let r be a group of affine transformations of E which is 
generated by T,,, . 
(i) There exist (nonempty) r-invariant subspaces [F c E such that f 1 iF 
acts as a group of translations of [F ifand only tf nys r,,, Av is nonempty in 
which case we have flyETa, Av = A? 
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(ii) ?fr= r,.,., there exist (nonempty) Fp-spaces (or +spaces) for F’ 
if and only if 
pal=:y~rk~N A’(k)+% 
(or A,=: UkEN fh- A”(k) # #) in which case A, = Ap’ (or A2 = AT). In 
parti~Zar, if A < r is a ~b~roup of finite index, then Ap’ (or A;) exists if 
and only if A; (or Afd ) exists in which case one has Ai = Ai (or A; = A,;, 
respectively). 
(iii) Zf I’ is abelian, there exist &-, Fj and Fp-spaces for r and one 
has, as above, 
A;= fi u AY(k) = T;Ar, 
Y E I-,,, k E N 
and 
A;=T;ArG u n A’(k). 
k E N Y E ra., 
Proof (i) If A = @,E,-aO, AY # a, then firstly A is r-invariant, since 
r,,,, is invariant in r under conjugation, secondly any y E r,,,, acts by a 
translation on A and thus, thirdly, any y E r = (r,,,. ) acts as a translation 
on A. Vice versa, if [F c E is a r-invariant subspace with rl D G T,] F, then 
obviously FC AY for any y~r~,~,, and thus EC: nysT,, A)‘= A. 
(ii) If r= r,,,. and A = nycl. UkcN A?(k)#@, then A is r- 
invariant and r acts on TA = nYE f !Jk E wi TYk = TL as a periodic group by 
Lemma 1.6. Thus A is a FP-space for r. Vice versa, if IF E IE is a nonempty 
FP,-space for r, one has for each y E r some k E N with F E Any(k) = AY* and 
thus one has I;?I#FEC),,r UkEN AY(k)=A. Similarly, if B=UkEN flyer 
AY(k) # 12(, then B is r-invariant and r acts on T, = Ukc N nysr Ty” = T; 
as a finite group by Lemma 1.6. So I3 is a Ff-space for F. Vice versa, if 
IFS !E is a nonempty +space for r, one has some k& N with IF c 
AY(k)=AYll for all y~fand thus %#lFcUkEN nyef AY(k). 
Thus, in particular, if d < lr is a subgroup with (r: d ) =: k < co, then 
yk! E A for all y E r and thus 
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(iii) If r is abelian, then A? is r-invariant for any y E Ta.o.. Thus we 
can prove fly E ra,,. AY # /21 by induction w.r.t. n = dim E: if dim A’ = n and 
thus AY = E for all y E r,,,, we have obviously nyErSao A’= IE # 0. 
Otherwise we may choose some y E r,.,, with dim AY <n and restrict all 
our considerations to AY, which is r-invariant. 
From AT=nYETao A?#@ we get a fortiori flyer,, lJkeN 
A?(k)? A’# Qr and thus, in view of Lemmas 1.6 and 2.1, 
n ukeN yerao AI(k) = TrAr = A;, whereas Ar # 0 and Lemma 2.1 
imply directly 
A;=T;Arc u n W(k). 1 
k.zN YEraao 
To generalize the last statement o nilpotent groups we need still another 
crucial property of almost orthogonal transformations: 
LEMMA 2.6. Let y and 6 be two affine a.o. transformations of E such that 
their commutator [y, S] = y6y - ‘6 -I is a translation. Then the following 
holds: 
(a) The mappings 7, y*, 8, 6*, py, py, p6 and ps all commute, in par- 
ticular T splits into a direct sum 
T=(TYnT6)@(TynT,)@(T,nT’s)@(TYnT,) 
and each t E T splits correspondingly into T = ~~~ + sk + it + 5Y6 with 7"' = 
p6py(z) = p’p’(z), and so on. 
(b) For PE AY one has 
i(Y, w = CY, 4 + E’ 
and, correspondingly, for Q E A6 one has 
it& YQ) = ES, ~1 +X6, 
(c) The components of [y, S] satisfy: 
Cr, Wb = 0, CY, SlS = y*P, Cr, 81; 
= -[S, y]f= -c?*p’ 
(d) [Y,~]~=O~~~ET~, [S,y]‘=O o cscTY. 
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te) yA”= At& C& YM, SAY = NY, Cy, Sly). 
(f) The following three statements are equivalents 
fi) Cr, 616 = 0, i.e., [y, S] = [y, S]” commutes with 6, 
(ii) WYETH and A6nAY#@; 
(iii) yGS = A6; 
similarly, the following three statements are equivalent: 
fi’) Cr, 61, = 0, i.e. [r, S] = [y, S] y commutes with y, 
(ii’) is E TY and A6 n /Ay # @, 
(iii’) SAY = MY. 
(g) The following statements are equivalent: 
(iv) Cy, 81 = 1, 
(v) [v, S] commutes with y and 6, 
(vi) [y, S] commutes with y and iy~ p, 
(vi’) [r, S] commutes with 6 and cs E T’, 
(vii) WYETH, <*ET” andAdnAY#@, 
(viii) yA* = A6 and 6AY = AY, 
(ix) @#AynAd=y(AynAb)=S(AnynAs). 
Proof. (a) is obvious. 
(b) For PE AY we have 
y6P= [I& s-j 6yP= ([y, S] +p)t5P 
and thus 
i(r, w = CL a+ v. 
Correspondingly, one gets for Q E A’ the relation 
it4 YQ) = c4 rl + P. 
(c) From (b) and &ci’ E TY wet get 
i” = [(y, SP)Y = [y, S]Y + 5p 
and thus 
[S, y]y= -[y, Sly = rjiy-[?’ = J*(?‘E TY n T6, 
which in turn implies 
[S, y]Y6 = 0 and [S, r]$ = li*i’. 
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Correspondingly, one has 
[y, S]” = [y, s]; = y*p. 
(d) It follows directly from (c) that 
and 
(e) From (b) it follows that for Q E A6 one has 
US, rQ,,=([h~l +Yi%= Cd, rls 
and thus yA6 E A(& [S, yls). Since Dim A6 = Dim yA6 = Dim A(S, 
[S, yls) = Dim T6, this implies yAd = A(S, [S, ~1~). Correspondingly one 
has 6AY = A(y, [y, S],). 
(f) The equivalence of (i) and (iii) follows from (e). Since [y, b]?= 
[y, S];, (i) implies [y, S]Y =0 and thus, using (d), cy E T6, whereas (iii) 
implies Qr # A(yl,a, O)=AYnAS. Finally, if PEA”~A~ and iYeT6, we 
have yP = cyP E FP = A6 and thus for all r E T6, 
y(zP) = (77) yP = (yZ + [‘) P E TbP = A6, 
i.e., (ii) implies (iii). 
(g) (iv)=-(v) is trivial, (v)* (vi) and (v)==- (vi’) follow from (f), 
(vi)* (vii) and (vi’) => (vii) as well as (vii) =E. (viii) and (viii) => (ix) follow 
also from (f). 
Finally it follows from (ix) that y and 6 act as translations on AY n A* 
and thus commute on AY n A’, i.e., for PE A7 n A6 we have [y, S] P= 
([y+ (a - cy - c6) P= P. Since [y, S] E T this implies [y, S] = 1. 1 
A simple consequence is 
LEMMA 2.7. Assume r to be a group of affine a.o. transformations of E 
and let rl G r be a subgroup of r with [I’, r,] E Z(r) n T. Then r, G Z(r). 
Proof. For y E ri and 6 E r the commutator [y, S] is a translation and 
commutes with y and 6. Thus [y, S] = 1 by Lemma 2.6, i.e., y E Z(r). 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1 in the remaining case where 
r= r,.,, is nilpotent: so let r denote a nilpotent group of afline a.o. trans- 
formations. By induction w.r.t. n = dim E we have to show that there exist 
YO-spaces for r from which fact Theorem 1 will now follow. So let 
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A = Z(r) denote the center of r, let rr denote the preimage of the center 
Z(T/A) <T/A in r and let F = AA be the maximal subspace of IE on which 
A acts by translations which exist due to Lemma 2S(iii), and is necessarily 
F-invariant since A a r is normal in f: 
If dim [F <dim OE we deduce from our induction hypothesis the existence 
of a &-space for rlF in !F which then is also a F,-space for r in IE. 
Otherwise we have A c T and thus [f if F] < A = Z(r) = Z(f) n T which 
implies rl E Z(T) = A. Since r is assumed to be nilpotent this can hold 
only if f = r1 = Z(T) c T, so in this case [E itself is a &-space for r. 1 
3. DISCRETE GROUPS OF ISOMETRIES OF THE EUCLIDEAN W-SPACE 
We are now going to apply the foregoing results to discrete groups r of 
isometries of the euclidean n-space iE = IE” and to derive Bieberbac~s 
theorem. By what has been proved already it will be enough to show that 
for any such group I’ there exist 9j-spaces F E IE for r and thus Uk E N (1, E r 
AV) as well as n,,,u,,, AY(lc) are not empty. We will do this by 
induction w.r.t. n = dim !I!. 
The crucial observation in the case of discrete isometry groups is 
LEMMA 3.1. If r is a discrete group of isometrics of the et&dean 
n-space, then f contains a (normal) solvable subgroup of jhite in&x. 
There are a number of proofs available. 
Proof 1. Embed R” isomet~cally into lRnti as the affine hyperplane 
with (n + 1 )th coordinate equal one. Every affine map g of oip” extends uni- 
quely to a linear map g of R”“. Taking Jordan normal form of the linear 
part of g, we see that the set of eigenvalues of g is the union of ( 1) with the 
set of eigenvalues of the linear part of g. So we may regard r as a discrete 
subgroup of GI, + , (R) with all eigenvalues of absolute value one. One of 
the results of [ 1, Theorem 31 tells us that such a group contains a (nor- 
mal) nilpotent subgroup of finite index and is finitely generated. 
Proof 2. The Lie group G of isometries of euclidean n-space is the split 
extension of the abelian Lie group of translation with the compact group of 
linear isometries. Hence G is of polynomial growth (for definition and 
results cited s. [4.5]). So r is a closed subgroup of a group of polynomial 
growth, hence of polynomial growth itself. On the other hand, r may be 
regarded as a subgroup of GI,+ ,( IR), as explained in proof 1. So by a 
theorem of Tits [8] it either contains a solvable subgroup of finite index or 
a non abelian free group. The second case is impossible since a non abelian 
free group has exponential growth. 
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A more elementary proof is the following one. 
Proof 3. Let G be a Lie group, R a closed connected solvable normal 
subgroup. Let rc: G -+ G/R be the natural map. Let r be a discrete sub- 
group of G. Then-by a theorem of Auslander (s. [ 7, Theorem 8.241 )-the 
identity component n(r), of m is solvable. We apply this theorem for G 
the group of isometries of euclidean n-space and R the subgroup of trans- 
lations. Then n(r) is compact, so the normal subgroup p of elements y E r 
with E(Y)E rc(T), is of finite index and contained in the solvable group 
7-- ‘(4m. 
Another useful observation is 
LEMMA 3.2. If T< G is discrete, then the centralizer C,(Tn T) of l-n T 
in r has finite index in r. 
ProofI Since r is discrete, Tn T is a lattice on which r acts 
orthogonally by conjugation, i.e., we have an exact sequence 
l+C,(rn T)crr+O(rnT). 
Since O(rn T) is finite, C,(Tn T) must be of finite index in f. 
Thus, using these two observations and the last remark in Lemma 2.5(ii), 
we may assume w.1.o.g. that r is solvable and that rn TE Z(r). If r = 
rn T E T, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, by the solvability of r, 
there exists a nontrivial normal abelian subgroup in r/m T whose 
preimage in r we denote by l-i. Thus r,ar and [r,,r,]srnTc 
z(r) n r+z(r,). 
Using Lemma 2.7 with r= r, this implies r, 6 Z(T, ), i.e., r, is abelian. 
Thus Arl exists and it is r-invariant, since r, 9 r. Moreover, dim Arl < 
n = dim IE, since ri /r n T was assumed to be nontrivial, i.e., r, & T cannot 
act as a group of translations on the whole space IE. Thus we can apply our 
induction hypothesis with respect to the action of r on Arl and get the 
existence of a (nonempty) 9+.pace lF c_ A r1 for rlAT1 which is necessarily 
also a (nonempty) +space in E for r. 1 
Using Bieberbach’s theorem in the same way we used Theorem 1 to 
deduce Theorem 4, and denoting the orthogonal linear group of the 
quotient space E/IF = T,/T, z T: by 0( lE/F), one can derive 
THEOREM 5. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of dis- 
crete subgroups r of Iso and systems (IF, rI, r,, q) with IF c E a subspace 
of IE, rl < Iso( lF) a crystallographic subgroup, r, a finite subgroup of 0( E/F) 
and cp: 6 + No~E,F,GYrO a homomorphism such that for each irreducible 
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component U of E/&--considered as a r,-space with r, = u,, E rr cp(y, ) < 
NoCEIIFj(f,,) < O(E/IF)-the restriction r,l u is of infinite order. 
In particular, any discrete subgroup r of Iso is finitely generated. 
Theorem 5 implies 
THEOREM 6. For any discrete group r of isometries of E there exists a 
finitely generated, free abelian, normal subgroup r’ A r of finite index, a r- 
invariant subspace [FE E, a splitting of E/[F = U, 0 *. . 0 U, into a direct 
orthogonal sum of 2-dimensional subspace U,,..., U, and a family of 
homomorphisms qi: r + SO(Ui) with Iv,(r)1 = CC for all i= 1, 2 ,..., r, such 
that r’ acts by translations on IF and via ‘p, 0 ... @ cpr: r’ + SO( U,) x 
. .’ x SO( U,) 4 SO( U1 @ ‘. . @ U,) = SO( [E/E) on [E/E. Moreover, there 
exists some yip such that cp,(y)~So(U~) is of infinite order for all i= 
1, 2 ,..., r, i.e., none of the eigenvalues of 71 E,IF is a root of unity, and thus 
E/:/IF E T can be characterized as a (the) maximal element in the set of sub- 
spaces U E T, for which there exists some y E r with YU = U such that none 
of the eigenvaIues of ?I,, is a root of unity. 
ProoJ Let r correspond to ([F, f, , r,, cp). To prove the existence of a 
finitely generated, free abelian, normal subgroup r’ of r which acts by 
translations on IF we may replace r by any subgroup of finite index, thus 
we may assume w.1.o.g. that r1 is a discrete group of translation and thus 
finitely generated and free abelian and that the (finite!) group 
rO+onsidered as a subgroup of r via r, G I? y H Id, 0 y-is central in r. 
From these assumptions we deduce that the map TX r+ Z? (y, 6) H 
[y, S] = y6y - ‘6 - ’ induces a bilinear map from r/r, x r/r, = r1 x r1 into 
r,. Thus the finiteness of r, and the finite rank of fl implies that the cen- 
ter Z(T) = {y ELI [y, S] = 1 for all 6 E r} of r is of finite index in r, so 
again w.1.o.g. we may replace r by its center, i.e., we may assume r to be 
abelian, in which case the existence of a finitely generated free abelian, nor- 
mal subgroup which acts by translations on IF follows immediately from the 
fact that r itself is finitely generated and acts by translations on IF. 
Now let f be again an arbitrary discrete group of isometries, 
corresponding to ([F, rl, r,, cp) and let P < r be a finitely generated, free 
abelian subgroup of finite index in r which acts by translations on IF. If we 
split T,, into a direct sum of irreducible P-subspaces TE,IF = U, 0 ... 0 U, 
and if U= Orlo unite Ui, then U is obviously r-invariant and f’( U is finite. 
Thus (C P) 2 cc implies that even rl U is finite which implies U = 0 by 
our assumption on the action of r, = Uye,-, q(y) d O(E/IF) on lE//IF. Thus 
PI (/, is infinite for all i = l,..., r. Replacing r’ by {y’ I y E r”} if necessary we 
may also assume that PI ,,, E SO( Vi) (i = l,..., r). 
Finally, since r’ is finitely generated, there must exist for each i = l,..., r 
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some yi E r’ such that yil u, is of infinite order. Let y E r’ be some element 
such that the number of indices i with yI u, being of infinite order is 
maximal. If there would exist some Jo {l,..., r) such that yl c,, is of finite 
order we could replace y by y’ = y$ for some appropriate k E N and this 
way we could enlarge the number of indices i with yI u, of infinite order 
since y’l u, is nedessarily of infinite order for all k whereas for any i with y\ u, 
of infinite order there exists at most one k E N with yy,kl”, of finite order: 
b$)“I u, = (w,“)? u, = Id,, 
with k, h, a, b E N implies 
and thus 7;“ Ph)obl u, = Id., which in turn implies 
YI E-W = y;V--kbbl u, = IdI u, 
and therefore k = h if yl u, is of infinite order. 1 
From Theorem 6 we derive immediately: 
If r < G is discrete and if [F s lE is a (the) maximal subspace of E with rl F 
crystallographic, then the codimension of [F in IE is even. 
Finally we derive 
THEOREM 7. For each discrete group r of isometries of E there exists a 
(not necessarily unique) r-invariant subspace IF E IE such that lJB is a 
crystallographic group of maximal rank, i.e., TE (considered as a real vector 
space) is spanned by the translations contained in rl IF. [F is determined uni- 
quely by r if and only if Tr E T,. 
Proof Using Bieberbach’s theorem we may assume that r is 
crystallographic. Let U be the vector space spanned by Tn T and consider 
the euclidean space E/U of all subspaces IF E IE with T, = U. Since U = 
(rn T) is necessarily r-invariant, r acts on E/U by isometries. Moreover, 
Tn r acts trivially on EJU, so r acts through I’/Tn r, i.e., it acts as a 
finite group and thus has a fixed point IF, which--considered as a subspace 
of E-must be a r-invariant subspace on which r then necessarily acts as 
crystallographic group of maximal rank. 
[F, is determined uniquely by r, if and only if it is the only fixed point in 
E/U which is equivalent to Tr s U, since [F = TIF, is r-invariant if and only 
if yz = r mod U for all y E r, i.e. (r, U)/U is a trivial r-modul or- 
equivalently-( z, U > is contained in Tr + U. 1 
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